
 
0° (0/12)
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Slope Application
(4/12 up to 21/12)

18.5° (4/12)
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STEEP
Slope Application

(over 21/12)

Low Slope Application (below 4/12)

Do Not Apply Shingles 
Below 2/12 Slope

LOW

Figure 13-2: Slope definitions.

Low sLopes: One layer of CertainTeed’s WinterGuard™ 
Waterproofing Shingle Underlayment (or equivalent, meeting ASTM 
D1970) or two layers of 36" (914 mm) wide felt shingle underlay-
ment (Roofers’ Select or underlayment product meeting ASTM D226, 
D4869 or D6757) lapped 19" (483 mm) must be applied over the 
entire roof; ensure sufficient deck ventilation. When DiamondDeck 
or other synthetic underlayment is installed, weather-lap at least 
20" (500 mm) and ensure sufficient deck ventilation. 
Follow manufacturer’s application instructions.

The roof deck* musT be aT LeasT: 3⁄8" (9.5 mm) thick  
plywood, or 7⁄16" (11 mm) thick non-veneer, or nominal 1" 
(25 mm) thick wood deck. 

coLd weaTher cLimaTes (aLL sLopes): Application of 
WinterGuard or its equivalent is strongly recommended whenever 
there is a possibility of ice build-up. Follow manufacturer’s 
application instructions.

 fLashing: Corrosion-resistant flashing must be used to help 
prevent leaks where a roof meets a wall, another roof, a chimney or 
other objects that penetrate a roof.

seaLing: Shingle sealing may be delayed if shingles are applied  
in cool weather and may be further delayed by airborne dust  
accumulation. If any shingles have not sealed after a reasonable  
time period, hand sealing may be necessary.

cauTion: To prevent cracking, shingles must be sufficiently 
warm to allow proper forming for hips, ridges and valleys.

warranTy: These shingles are warranted against manufacturing 
defects and covered by SureStart protection. See the warranty itself 
for specific details and limitations.
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YOUR OBJECTIVE: 
To learn the correct method for installing 

Independence™ roofing. 

This shingle is a “better” quality roofing product. This means that 
when offering a choice of “good,” “better” and “best” products, this 
shingle would fall in the “better” category.

s

independence ™

t

Independence™ is a “designer” or “architectural” style shingle 
product built on a full-size base shingle that has randomly applied 
laminated overlay tabs and its design is exclusive to CertainTeed. The 
benefits of this design are its simplicity of application, secure double 
coverage without risk of delamination, and more variation in design 
options. independence shingles are built to meet dimensional 
tolerances of ±1⁄16".

Figure 13-1: Independence™ construction.

for uL fire raTing, underlayment may be required. Apply flat 
and unwrinkled.

sTandard or sTeep sLopes: CertainTeed recommends 
DiamondDeck™ Synthetic Underlayment, Roofers’ Select™ High 
Performance Underlayment, or shingle underlayment meeting ASTM 
D226, D4869 or D6757. Always ensure sufficient deck ventilation, 
and take particular care when DiamondDeck or other synthetic 
underlayment is installed. Follow manufacturer’s application 
instructions.

C e r t a i n T e e d  S h i n g l e  A p p l i c a t o r ’ s  M a n u a l

Independence™

13

*
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s

fastening 
t

Shingle
Roof 
Deck

Crooked Over-
Driven

Under-
Driven

Proper
Nailing

Figure 13-3: Proper and improper nailing.

imporTanT: For decks 3⁄4" (19 mm) thick or thicker, nails must go 
at least 3⁄4" (19 mm) into the deck. On thinner decks, nails must go at 
least 1⁄8" (3.2 mm) through the deck.

Nails must be 11- or 12-gauge roofing nails, corrosion-resistant, 
with at least 3⁄8" (9.5 mm) heads, and at least 1" (25 mm) long.

Low and  
standard sLope

Use four nails for every full Independence shingle (Figure 13-4).

5 5/8''
(145 mm)

12''
(305 mm)

Additional nails, if required

12''
(305 mm)

12''
(305 mm)

1''
(25 mm)

1'' 
(25 mm) 1'' 

(25 mm)

Figure 13-4: Use four nails for every full shingle. 

steep sLope

Use seven nails and six spots of asphalt roofing cement for every full 
shingle (Figure 13-5). Asphalt roofing cement meeting ASTM D4586 
Type II is suggested.

5 5/8''
(145 mm)

12''
(305 mm)

12''
(305 mm)

12''
(305 mm)

1''
(25 mm)

1'' 
(25 mm) 1'' 

(25 mm)

Apply 1'' (25 mm) spots of asphalt roofing cement 
under each tab corner.

Roofing Cement

Figure 13-5: Use seven nails and six spots of  asphalt roofing 
cement on steep slopes.

noTe: To prevent slippage of laminated tabs when individual shingles 
are cut to meet a wall or ridge, each laminated tab at the junction must 
be fastened individually with an additional fastener. Fasteners applied 
in this manner are to be horizontally centered on the laminated tab 
and placed within 11⁄2" of the upper edge of the shingle. During hot 
weather, using an extra fastener in each laminated tab may be necessary 
to prevent slippage even at slopes below 21/12. 

cauTion: Excessive use of roofing cement can cause shingles  
to blister.

s

two cLean-deck appLication methods
t

(1) four-course, six-inch, stepped-off diagonaL method 
(“six off, four up”)

noTe: “Six off, four up” is the preferred method for installing 
Independence. use of other installation methods such as racking 
may result in less-than-designed performance or appearance. 
You should start from the lower left corner of the roof; otherwise the 
laminate may create an objectionable pattern.

preparing The deck:
u Apply underlayment as required. CertainTeed suggests that a 

layer of shingle underlayment be applied. For UL fire rating, 
underlayment is generally required. Apply flat and unwrinkled.

u Snap horizontal and vertical chalklines to assure shingles will be 
correctly aligned. Expose all shingles 5" (125 mm).

sTarTer course:
noTe: The starter course method described here can be used with both  
the standard “Four-Course, Six-Inch, Stepped-Off Diagonal Method,” and  
the alternate “Five-Inch, Stepped-Off Diagonal Method,” explained later in  
this chapter.

First Starter Shingle
30'' (760 mm)

2'' (50 mm) 

Side Lap

Eaves

Metal 

Drip Edge

Metal 

Drip 

Edge

Rake

Extend the shingles over the rake and 

eaves about 1/2'' (13 mm) if d
rip edge 

is used, or about 3/4'' (19 mm) if n
o 

       
  drip edge is used.

Roof deck

Roofers' Select™

Underlayment

or equivalent

Figure 13-6: Standard slope underlayment and starter drip edge details.
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Ridge

Roof Deck

Metal
Drip

Edge

Remove 

these portions

4'' (100 mm) 

End Lap

2'' (50 mm)

Side Lap

Underlayment

Full Shingle
30'' (760 mm)

24'' (610 mm)

3rd Course

2nd Course

1st Course

18'' (455 mm)

4th Course

5''

(125 mm)

Starter Course

Figure 13-7: Applying the first 4 courses on a standard slope.

1. The starter course is made from Swiftstart or Universal Starter, or 
Independence shingles that have had the 5" tabs cut off.

7'' (180 mm)

36'' (915 mm)
Full Length

Starter Shingle

R e m o v e  t h e s e  p o r t i o n s

Figure 13-8: Make starter shingles by removing the lower 5" tabs.

2. Cut 6" off the length of the first starter shingle and apply the 30" 
piece to the lower left corner of the roof (Figure 13-6).

3. The starter strip should overhang the rakes and eaves 1⁄2" 
when drip edge is used, or 3⁄4" when no drip edge is used.

4. Continue with full-length starter-strip shingles along the eaves.

1sT course: Apply a full shingle at the lower left corner of the 
roof. Make the tabs flush with the starter-course shingle at the eaves 
and rake (Figure 13-7).

2nd Through The 4Th courses:
1. Start the second course by first cutting 6" off the left end of a full 

shingle, then installing the 30" piece over the first course. Leave 5" 
of the first course exposed, and make the left edge flush with the 
first-course shingle at the rake (Figure 13-7).

2. Start the third course by cutting 12" off a shingle. Install the 24" 
section over the first shingle in the second course, exposing 5" 
of the second course and making the left edge flush with the 
second-course shingle at the shingle rake.

3. Start the fourth course by cutting 18" off the first shingle. 
Install the 18" piece over the first shingle on the third course.

4. Install a full shingle against each of these four courses  
(Figure 13-10 –see A).

succeeding courses: Repeat the “Four-Course, Six-Inch, 
Stepped-Off Diagonal Method” up the left rake. Complete courses 
across the roof using full-size shingles (Figure 14-10 – see B).

(2) five-inch, stepped-off diagonaL appLication method  
(“five off, tweLve up”)

Figure 13-9: Five Off, Twelve Up.

sTarTer course: Use CertainTeed Swiftstart or Universal Starter™ 
or a starter course consisting of the shingles from which the 5" tabs 
have been removed (Figure 13-8).

“secTion i” shingLes: “Section I” is made up of the first shingles 
used to start courses one through seven.

1. Start the first course with a full shingle at the lower left corner of 
the roof. Make the tabs flush with the starter course and be sure  
to use four fasteners in each shingle (Figure 13-9).

2. Begin the second course by cutting 5" off the left end of a shingle 
and applying the 31" piece over the first-course shingle. Keep the 
shingle flush with the left edge of the first-course shingle, and 
expose 5" of the course below to the weather. Fasten at the three 
standard locations (over the cutouts and 1" inside the right edge, 
and 11⁄4" inside the left edge).

3. To finish “Section I” (make each course, up to and including the 
seventh course) start with a shingle that has been cut 5" shorter 
than the first shingle of the previous course. Remember to  
measure and cut only from the left end of the shingle. Fasten at  
the standard locations, plus 11⁄4" inside the left edge.

“secTion ii” shingLes: All “Section II” shingles are left uncut. 
These shingles are to be butted-up against the “Section I” shingles that 
started courses one through seven. Fasten all shingles in the standard 
fashion (Figure 13-9).

“secTion iii” shingLes:
1. Begin “Section III” in the eighth course with a shingle having 11"  

cut off its left end. Install the 25" piece above the seventh-course 
shingles, making it flush with the left edge of the seventh-course  
shingle and leaving 5" of the seventh course exposed. Fasten at the 
two standard locations, plus 11⁄4" in from the left edge (Figure 13-9).

Eaves

31" off

26" off

21" off

16" off

11" off

30" off

25" off

20" off

15" off

10" off

5" off

0" off

Deck

Rake

7" Wide Starter
5"

5"

9th

10th

11th

12th

Section III 8th Course

Section II

Section I

1st Course

7th

6th

5th

4th

3rd

2nd
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CL

Air Flow
Through
Soffit

Underlayment

Provide adequate 
ventilation under 
the roof deck to 
prevent harmful 
condensation in 
winter and heat 
build-up in 
summer.

Trim flush to 

roof deck opening

6'' (150 mm)

Ridge Vent

To cap hip and ridge for Independence, 
apply CertainTeed Accessory Shingles of a like color.

Figure 13-10: “Four Up, Six Off” installation schematic.

Figure 13-11: Highlight of closed-cut valley details.

CL

Cut shingles
2   (50 mm)back fromvalley centerline

Cut 2   (50 mm) 
diagonally off 

upper corner of 
trimmed shingle.

Embed each shingle in a 

2   (50 mm) wide strip of 

asphalt roofing cement.
Do not nail within 

6   (150 mm) of 

valley centerline

Underlayment

laps WinterGuard

2  (50 mm)  

Line valley by centering 
36   (915 mm) wide 
CertainTeed WinterGuard 
Waterproofing Shingle 
Underlayment or
equivalent directly 
to deck.

Lay shingles 
  on smaller roof 

    area, across valley 

      and onto the 
        adjoining roof area 

          at least 12  (305 mm).

Remove

�
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s

two roof-over methods
t

(1) four-course, six-inch stepped-off diagonaL method 
(“six off, four up, nesting”)

preparing The oLd roof:
u Make the surface of the old roof as smooth as possible by replacing 

missing shingles. Split and nail flat all buckled, raised tabs and  
curling shingles. 

u It’s a good idea to cut old shingles back flush to the rakes and eaves. 

u We suggest that you apply corrosion-resistant drip edge along the 
rakes and eaves, covering the edges of the old shingles. This will 
provide a uniform and straight edge that will help prevent water 
seepage under the shingle edges.

Figure 13-13: Preparing an old roof for reroofing.

noTe: Nesting is preferred over “bridging” methods when reroofing 
because nesting provides a smoother application, sheds water best 
and looks better. Nesting, as described below, is an easy application 
process over square-tab asphalt strip shingles with a 5" exposure.  
If you are covering a different type or size shingle, you may need to 
cut back the old shingle tabs so that nesting is possible. To do this, 
simply cut off the leading edge of all old shingles when they are 
lapped less than 21⁄2" by the new shingles. This permits a flat nested 
application that avoids lifted edges and slumps.

5  (125 mm)

10  (250 mm)

5  (125 mm)

3  (75 mm)

Old Roof

4th Course

3rd Course

2nd Course

1st Course

Starter Course

Figure 13-14: Nested Reroof.

2. The next four courses, up to and including the twelfth course, will 
start with a shingle 5" shorter than the first shingle of the course 
just below it. This means that the first shingle for the ninth, tenth, 
eleventh and twelfth courses will be 20", 15", 10" and 5" long, 
respectively. Study the diagram in Figure 13-9 if you’re not sure 
what to do. Remember to expose each course 5" to the weather,  
and fasten at the standard locations and 1 1⁄4" in from each edge. 
Complete courses across the roof with full shingles.  

3. For the additional courses needed up the rake to complete the  
roof, repeat this “Five-Off, Twelve-Up” type installation, applying 
shingles in courses across the roof as needed.

s

chimney fLashing
t

Figure 13-12: Flashing around a chimney.

Counter 
Flashing

Fasten
Flashing
To Roof

Fold down 
counter flashing 
over step flashing

2  Lap
(50 mm)minimum

Apron Flashing

Metal Step Flashing

7  
(180 mm)

2  (50 mm)
Minimum

3  (75 mm)
Minimum
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sTarTer course:
1. Use 5" by 36" shingles for the starter course. To make a starter 

shingle, cut the tabs off of an Independence, then cut off a strip 2" 
across the top of the same shingle.

2. Cut 6" off the length of the first starter shingle and install the 
resulting 30" piece at the lower left corner of the roof, over the 
first course of old shingles. If you are using drip edge, let the 
starter course extend out over the edge of the rakes and eaves by 
1⁄2". If no drip edge is used, let the starter course extend over the 
rakes and eaves by 3⁄4" (Figure 13-14).

3. Continue with full 36" lengths of these 5" high trimmed shingles 
along the eaves.

1sT course:
1. The first course is made of 10" by 36" shingle strips made by  

cutting 2" off of the bottom of the tabs of regular shingles 
(Figure 13-14).

2. Align the top edge of the strips so they butt up against the tabs 
of the shingles in the old third course. Make left and bottom 
edges flush with the starter course.

2nd course:
1. Cut 6" off the left end of a full shingle and align the top edge 

of this 12" by 30" shingle with the bottom edge of the old 
shingle in the old fourth course. Make the left edge align with 
the first-course left edge (Figure 13-14).

2. Exposure of the first course (only) is 3". All succeeding course  
exposures will duplicate the exposure of the existing roof 
(about 5").

3rd, 4Th and succeeding courses:  
1. Begin the third course by cutting a 12" piece off the left end of a full 

shingle and applying this 24" piece above the new second-course 
shingle (Figure 13-14). Align the top edge of the new shingle with 
the bottom edge of old shingles in the course above it (the old 
roof’s fifth course). 

2. Begin the fourth course by cutting 18" off the left end of a full 
shingle and apply the right-hand piece above the new third-course 
shingle. Align the top edge with the bottom edge of the old roof’s 
sixth-course shingles.

3. Install full shingles against these first four courses. 

compLeTing The insTaLLaTion: Continue up the rake, putting 
new courses over the old shingles using the same “Six-Off, Four-Up 
Nested Method.” Begin each set of four courses with a full shingle. 
Complete all the courses across the roof with full shingles.

(2) combining the “nesting method” with the  
aLternate five-inch, stepped-off diagonaL method  
(“five off, tweLve up, nesting”)

31" off

26" off

21" off

16" off

11" off

30" off

25" off

20" off

15" off

10" off

5" off
0" off

Eaves

Old Roof

Rake

9th

10th

11th

12th

Section III 8th Course

Section I

1st Course

7th

6th

5th

4th

3rd

2nd 5" Wide Starter

Section II

3"

5"

Figure 13-15: Five Off, Twelve Up, Nested.

sTarTer course:
1. Use 5" by 36" shingles for the starter course. To make a starter 

shingle, cut the tabs off of a standard three-tab shingle, then cut 
off a strip 2" across the top of the same shingle.

2. Cut 5" off the length of the first starter strip, and align the 31" piece 
over the first course at the lower left corner of the existing roof 
(Figure 13-15). 

3. The starter strip should overhang the rakes and eaves 1/2"  
when drip edge is used, or 3⁄4" when no drip edge is used. 

4. Continue with full 36" lengths of prepared starter strips along the eaves.

1sT course:
1. The first course is made of 10" by 36" shingle strips made 

by cutting 2" off the bottom of the tabs of regular shingles 
(Figure 13-15).

2. Align the top edge of the strips so they butt up against the tabs of 
the shingles in the old third course. Make the left edge flush with 
the starter course.

2nd To 7Th courses:
1. Begin the second course by cutting 5" off the left end of a shingle 

and aligning the top edge with the butt edge of the shingle in the 
old fourth course (Figure 13-15).

2. Exposure of the first course (only) is 3". All succeeding course 
exposures will duplicate exposure of the existing roof  
(approximately 5"). 

3. Start each succeeding course, up to and including the seventh 
course, with a shingle 5" shorter (off the left end) than the first 
shingle of the previous course. 

4. Align the top edges with butts of old shingles. Remember, expo-
sure of each course will duplicate exposure of the existing roof. 

5. This completes “Section I” (Figure 13-15) – the first seven  
courses of the 12-course repeating cycle. 

6. Install full shingles against these seven courses.

s

     Here’s a Tip… Independence should not be racked because a pattern, such as a “corn row,” is likely to develop.

t
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8Th To 12Th courses:
1. Begin the eighth course by cutting 11" off the left end of a shingle 

and applying the 25" piece over the seventh-course shingle, flush 
with the left edge of the seventh course (Figure 13-15).

2. Each succeeding course, up to and including the twelfth course, starts 
with a shingle 5" shorter (off the left end) than the previous course.

3. Align all top edges with butts of old shingles. Exposure of each 
course will duplicate exposure of the existing roof. 

4. Install full shingles against all 12 courses.

remaining courses:
1. Moving up the rake edge, repeat the two-part, 12-course pattern, 

alternating Sections “I” and “III” up the roof. 

2. Complete courses across the roof using full shingles, working 
from the eaves up the roof.

s

hips and ridges
t

instaLLing shadow ridge™ accessory shingLes  
for independence™

CertainTeed Shadow Ridge accessory shingles are designed to 
be used with Independence to cap hips and ridges. Simply fold  
accessory shingles along the pre-cut lines and detach individual  
cap pieces. 

12"
(305mm)

5" (125mm)

Exposure

Laying Notch

Figure 13-16: Shadow Ridge accessory shingles detach easily from 
three-piece units to make 72 individual cap pieces.

There are 24 three-piece units in each Shadow Ridge bundle, 
providing 72 individual caps that will cover 30 linear feet of a hip or 
ridge. Each cap piece is 12" by 12" and features clipped corners on 
the bottom edge of the exposed portion.

appLicaTion is as foLLows:
1. Apply Independence up to the hip or ridge on both sides, then 

trim flush.

noTe: The last course of shingles should have an exposure 
of  5" or less when the shingle cap or ridge vent is fastened 
in place. Otherwise, a potential water leak could occur at 
exposed shingle end joints.

The figures used in this section illustrate the application of 
Accessory shingles over a ridge vent; application directly to the 
roofing is very similar. To assist in proper alignment when ridge 
vent is not used, snap a chalk line parallel to the hip or ridge 
where the side edges of the Accessory shingles should be.

2. Install caps beginning at the bottom of a hip or at either end of  
a ridge. Apply a starter piece that has the bottom 5" removed 
(Figure 13-17). Fasten the starter with two nails located about  
3" from the rake edge, and 1” in from each side edge. Make 
sure fasteners used to apply caps are of sufficient length to 
penetrate at least 3⁄4" into or through the decking.

12"�
(305mm)

7"�
(180mm)

Starter Shingle

Apply Over�
Starter Shingle

Figure 13-17: Apply a full cap shingle over the starter piece, 
flush with the bottom and side edges of the starter.

3. Apply a full cap shingle over the starter (Figure 13-17), and place 
fasteners at 55⁄8" up from the exposed bottom edge and 1" in 
from each side. Nails must not be exposed and must not cut into 
the shingle surface.

noTe: Each cap has a centering notch at the top edge, and a notch 
on each side to indicate the 5" exposure. The side notches of the cap 
being applied should be aligned with the top edge of the previously 
applied cap.

Figure 13-18: Expose cap shingles 5" and cover all fasteners.

Figure 13-19: Each Shadow Ridge accessory shingle has a centering 
notch and two side-alignment notches to help ensure proper placement.

Figure 13-20: Use laying notches to center shingles on hips and ridges, 
and to locate the 5" exposure.

5" (125mm)

Exposure

12"
(305mm)

5" (125mm)

Exposure

Laying Notch




